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Results

Limitations of existing depth estimation methods:
1) Poor generalization ability

2) Poor surface normal accuracy

- In our previous work[3], we estimated per-pixel surface normal
and the associated aleatoric uncertainty

Poor performance for 
objects unseen during training[1]
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Train on NYUv2
& Test on NYUv2
RMSE: 0.364m

Train on NYUv2 
& Test on iBims-1
RMSE: 1.073m

Biased to the physical scale
of the training scenes[2]

Input / GT Pred Depth Point Cloud

Existing methods show low ‘per-pixel’ depth error,
but the recovered ‘surface’ is not accurate

Usefulness of IronDepth 

Input GT Normal TiltedSN[4] Bae et al.[3] - Normal & Uncertainty

Normal-guided depth refinement
- Depth of a pixel can be propagated to a target pixel, using the 

predicted surface normal as guidance
- We can formulate depth refinement as classification of choosing the

neighboring pixel to propagate from

IronDepth pipeline
- Iteratively refine the coarse resolution depth-map using normal-

guided depth propagation
- Upsample the refined depth-map by applying the normal-guided 

propagation to sub-pixel points
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Project Page Demo (YouTube) Code (GitHub)

1) IronDepth can improve the accuracy of existing methods

2) IronDepth can seamlessly be applied to depth completion

1) Qualitative comparison
- Our method is better at capturing the orientation of the surfaces

2) Quantitative comparison
- Results on NYUv2

- Results on iBims-1 (network trained on NYUv2)
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Depth estimation is difficult to 
solve using CNNs

Depth = [2.0, 2.4, 3.0, 4.0, 6.0]
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Normal-guided 
depth propagation
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